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Targus GeoLite 40.6 cm (16") Backpack Black

Brand : Targus Product code: TSB962GL

Product name : GeoLite

14-16" GeoLite EcoSmart Advanced Backpack - Black

Targus GeoLite 40.6 cm (16") Backpack Black:

Get contemporary style and abundant organisation with the 14-16" GeoLite EcoSmart® Advanced
Backpack. With a clean, lightweight look, it’s ideal for professionals who want laptop protection and
added organisation in a modern silhouette. Complete with a dedicated laptop compartment designed to
protect laptops of varying sizes to its padded back panel, this pack delivers the ultimate in performance
and comfort. Multiple zippered pockets inside and out keep you efficiently organised. Dual side pockets
keep your water bottle and umbrella close at hand. You can even travel with ease atop rolling luggage
with the integrated trolley strap. With its water-resistant exterior and earth-conscious interior, this pack
delivers on style, functionality, and sustainability, keeping you and your gear ready for the long haul.

Features

Surface coloration Monochromatic
Maximum screen size * 40.6 cm (16")
Case type * Backpack
Product main colour * Black
Gender Unisex
Number of compartments 2
Brand compatibility * Any brand
Interior pockets Zip pocket
Front pocket
Exterior pockets Front pocket, Side pocket
Carrying handle(s)

Features

Shoulder strap
Protection features Water resistant
Recycled material
Closure type Zipper
Country of origin China
Quantity 1

Weight & dimensions

Width 310 mm
Depth 133 mm
Height 463 mm
Weight 650 g
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